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We study the k-round two-party communication complexity of the pointer
chasing problem for fixed k. C. Damm, S. Jukna and J. Sgall (1998, Comput.
Complexity 7, 109127) showed an upper bound of O(n log (k&1) n) for this
problem. We prove a matching lower bound; this improves the lower bound
of 0(n) shown by N. Nisan and A. Widgerson (1993, SIAM J. Comput. 22,
211219), and yields a corresponding improvement in the hierarchy results
derived by them and by H. Klauck (1998, in ‘‘Proceeding of the Thirteenth
Annual IEEE Conference on Computational Complexity,’’ pp. 141152) for
bounded-depth monotone circuits.
We consider the bit version of this problem, and show upper and lower
bounds. This implies that there is an abrupt jump in complexity, from linear
to superlinear, when the number of rounds is reduced to k2 or less. We also
consider the s-paths version (originally studied by H. Klauck) and show an
upper bound. The lower bounds are based on arguments using entropy. One
of the main contributions of this work is a transfer lemma for distributions
with high entropy; this should be of independent interest.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The following pointer chasing problem plays a central role in the study of
bounded round communication complexity.
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There are two players A and B. There are two sets of vertices VA and
VB of size n each. Player A is given a function fA : VA  VB and player
B is given a function fB : VB  VA . In the problem gk , the players have
to determine the vertex reached by applying fA and fB alternately, k
times, starting with a fixed vertex v0 # VA . That is, in g1 , they must
determine fA (v0), in g2 they must determine fB( fA (v0)), in g3 they must
determine fA ( fB( fA (v0))), and so on.
It is easy to see that there is a k-round protocol for gk , where A starts and each
player alternately sends log n bits, thus finishing the task in k rounds with a total
of k log n bits of communication. It appears much harder, however, to solve the
problem if only k&1 rounds of communication are allowed, or even if k rounds of
communication are allowed, but B is required to send the first message. Indeed, it
was shown in a series of papers (Papadimitriou and Sipser [13], Duris, Galil and
Schnitger [3], and Nisan and Wigderson [11]) that the problem does become
much harder in this case. To describe the results in those papers, we will use the
following notation: CA, k ( f ) [CB, k ( f )] denotes the cost of the best k-round deter-
ministic protocol for f in which player A [B] sends the first message.
1.1. Previous Work
Papadimitriou and Sipser [13] conjectured that CB, k (gk) is exponentially higher
than CA, k (gk); they proved this for k=2. Later, Duris, Galil and Schnitger [3]
solved the general case and showed that CB, k (gk)=0(nk2). Yao [15] and
Halstenberg and Reischuk [4] studied the rounds problem in the probabilistic
model. Halstenberg and Reischuk [4] showed the existence of functions with
exponential gap between k and k&1 round protocols in the probabilistic setting.
Yao [15] gave an explicit function for the case k=2 with such a gap. Nisan and
Wigderson [11] improved the lower bound of Duris, Galil and Schnitger [3] to
0(n) for deterministic protocols. For =-error randomized protocols, they proved a
lower bound of 0(nk2) and an upper bound of O((nk) log n).
Damm, Jukna and Sgall [2] introduced the model of conservative one-way multi-
party complexity. They showed tight upper and lower bounds of 3(n log(k&1) n) for
the pointer chasing problem in this model. (In this model, the pointer chasing problem
has a directed layered graph with a starting node at layer 0, and k layers of n nodes
each. Edges go from one layer to the next, and each node has exactly one edge leaving
it. Each player communicates exactly once, and when it is player i ’s turn to speak,
he knows the node reached by following the first i&1 edges and all the edges leaving
layer j, for j>i.)
More recently, Klauck [7] considered a generalization of gk in the two-party
model, and used it to prove a round-communication hierarchy theorem in the
presence of limited nondeterministic bits solving an open problem of Hromkovic
and Schnitger [5]. In this generalization, the players have to find the sum (mod 2)
of the nodes (which are viewed as log n bit vectors) reached by following edges
from s different vertices in VA . Klauck showed that any k-round nondeterministic
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protocol, using at most s nondeterministic bits and with player B sending the first
message, needs 0(n(s2k2 log n)) bits of communication.
1.2. Results of This Paper
All the problems considered below are in the two-party model.
1.2.1. The pointer game, gk . Although the problem gk was the first problem
studied in bounded round communication complexity, the bounds for C B, k (gk) are
not tight. In fact, Nisan and Wigderson [11], while showing a lower bound of 0(n)
state that ‘‘it is not clear how to use less than n log n bits if only k&1 rounds are
allowed or, in fact, if k rounds are allowed but player B starts.’’ Damm, Jukna
and Sgall [2] showed that CB, k (gk)=O(n log(k&1) n) for any fixed k. In fact, they
observed that the protocol they discovered for the multi-party model can be used
even for the two-party model. A lower bound of 0(n log(k&1) n) is shown in [2] for
the multi-party model; however, the method used in that paper does not appear to
be applicable to the two-party model (Damm and Sgall, personal communication).
Thus, there is still a gap between the best lower bound (0(n)) and upper bound
(O(n log(k&1) n)) for CB, k (gk). Our first result shows that the protocol of Damm,
Jukna and Sgall [2] is optimal up to a constant factor.
Result 1.
(a) CB, k (gk)=0(n log(k&1) n) for all fixed k.
(b) C B, k13 (gk)=0(n log
(k&1) n) for all fixed k.
Here, C B, k= ( f ) denotes the cost of the best k-round =-error randomized protocol for
f when player B sends the first message. This improves the 0(nk2) lower bound of
Nisan and Wigderson [11] for any constant k. The techniques used in obtaining
these results are related to those of [11].
1.2.2. The bit game, pk . The problem gk demands a log n bit answer; however,
the lower bound of Nisan and Wigderson [11] holds even if only the most signifi-
cant bit of the answer is required. (In [11], they consider the parity of the log n
bits, but it is easy to see that their claim holds for the most significant bit as well.)
In this case, however, it can be shown that the lower bound is tight: there does exist
a (k&1)-round protocol that uses O(n) bits. In fact, O(n) bits suffice even if we
have fewer than k&1 rounds. Let pk ( fA , fB)=[ gk ( fA , fB)]o , where bo denotes the
most significant bit of the Boolean vector b. We only consider even k. The case of
odd k can be handled similarly.
Result 2.
(a) For r k2&1, C
B, k&r ( pk)=O((k&r&2) log n+(r+1) n).
(b) CB, k2 ( pk)=O(n log(k2&1) n) for all fixed k.
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Note that these upper bounds show an abrupt jump at r= k2 : while the Result 2(a)
gives a linear upper bound up to r= k2+1, Result 2(b), which works with one less
round, needs superlinear number of bits. We next show that such an abrupt jump
is unavoidable.
Result 3. CB, k2 ( pk)=0(n log (k&2) n) for all fixed k.
The techniques used in the proof of Result 1(a), as well as those employed in [11,
2], are essentially top down. This is not surprising, considering that the optimal
protocols for those problems also work in a top-down fashionby chasing the
pointer from the top. However, the upper bounds for the problem pk described in
Results 2(a) and 2(b) use both the top down and bottom up approaches
simultaneously, and previous techniques go only half-way in providing us a lower
bound for pk . For the other half, we need to use different techniques. In Section 4,
we describe the technical difficulty we encounter, and describe how this can be
surmounted by using a transfer lemma, based on ideas that connect entropy and
sampling. In particular, to measure the amount of randomness in a source on [0, 1]n,
we consider how well it can two-color a set of large size. We believe that the tech-
niques developed here are an important contribution of this work, and that this
method should find other applications.
1.2.3. The s-pointer game, gsk . We now consider the following generalization of
the pointer chasing problem gk : starting from fixed vertices v1 , ..., vs # VA , players
A and B need to find the s nodes reached by applying fA and fB alternately, k times.
We call this function gsk . It is easy to see that there is a k-round protocol for g
s
k ,
when player A starts and each player alternately sends s log n bits, thus finishing
the task in k rounds with a total of sk log n bits of communication.
This function is important in the investigation of limited nondeterminism in com-
munication complexity. Hromkovic and Schnitger [5] proved a weak rounds-
communication hierarchy for limited nondeterminism that holds only for at most a
logarithmic number of guess bits. Klauck [7] used a function closely related to gsk
and showed that such a hierarchy result holds also for superlogarithmic number of
guess bits.
Define h(k) (n, s) by: h(0) (n, s)=log n, h(k+1) (n, s)=log h(k) (n, s)+log s.
By generalizing the protocol of Damm, Jukna and Sgall [2], we obtain the
following upper bound.
Result 4. For all fixed k, CB, k (gsk)=O(nh
(k&2) (n, s)).
1.2.4. Applications to circuit complexity. The improved lower bounds for com-
munication complexity of gk (Result 1(a)) can be used to improve the monotone
constant depth hierarchy theorems derived by Nisan and Wigderson [11] and
Klauck [7].
v Let Hk be a boolean function defined by the formula that is a complete
n-ary tree of depth k, alternating levels of 6 and 7 gates (with 6 at the root)
and nk distinct variables at the leaves.
v Let Qsk be the alternating 6 & 7 tree of depth k+1 where the top 7 gate
has fan-in s and all other gates have fan-in n with snk distinct variables at the leaves.
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Corollary 5.
(a) Any monotone circuit of depth k&1 (unbounded fan-in) for Hk requires
size 20(n log(k&1) nk).
(b) Any monotone circuit of depth k (unbounded fan-in) with O(s) nondeter-
ministic bits for Qsk has size 2
0(n log (k)nk).
1.3. Organization of the Paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we give proofs of the
upper and lower bounds for the pointer game. Section 4 gives an informal descrip-
tion of the transfer lemma and the proofs of the upper and lower bounds for the
bit game. We presents the upper bound proof for the s-pointer game in Section 5
and discuss the applications to circuit complexity in Section 6. In Section 7, we
present the proof of the transfer lemma.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We will need the following information theoretic definitions in this paper.
Definition 2.1 (Entropy). Let X be a random variable with finite range,
range(X). Then we define its entropy by
H[X]=&:
x
Pr[X=x] log Pr[X=x].
Definition 2.2 (Conditional entropy). If X and Y are random variables, then
the conditional entropy of Y given X is defined by
H[X | Y]=EX[H[YX]],
where Yx is the random variable such that, for all y,
Pr[Yx= y]=Pr[Y= y | X=x].
Unless mentioned explicitly, all logarithms are to the base 2. The iterated
logarithm log(i) n is defined by log(0) n=n and log(k+1) n=log log (k) n. We define
tower(i, b, c) as follows: tower(0, b, c)=c, tower(i+1, b, c)=btower(i, b, c) for
i0.
3. THE POINTER GAME
We start with the formal definition of the pointer game.
Definition 3.1. Let VA and VB be two disjoint sets of n vertices each. Let
V=VA _ VB . Let FA=[ fA | fA : VA  VB] and FB=[ fB | fB : VB  VA]. Let
f: V  V, be the function fA _ fB ; that is,
f (v)={ fA (v),fB(v),
v # VA
v # VB .
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Fix v0 # VA . The function A and B wish to compute is gk : FA _FB  V defined by
gk ( fA , fB)= f (k) (v0), where f (0) (v)=v, and f (k) (v)= f ( f (k&1) (v)) for k>0. That
is, A is given a set of pointers fA and B is given a set of pointers fB , and they need
to determine f (k) (v0). We say that a vertex v is at a distance i from v0 if v= f (i) (v0).
Theorem 1 (Damm, Jukna and Sgall [2]). CB, k (gk)=O(n log(k&1) n) for all
fixed k.
Proof.
Round 1: B sends the last log(k&1) n bits of fB(v) for every v # VB .
Round 2: A now knows the last log(k&1) n bits of fB(v1), where v1= fA (v0).
A sends v1 and the last log (k&2) n bits of fA (v) for every possible vertex in A’s list
that v1 could be pointing to.
Round 3: B now knows the last log(k&2) n bits of fA (v2), where v2= fB(v1). B
sends v2 and the last log(k&3) n bits of fB(v) for every possible vertex in B’s list that
v2 can be pointing to.
b
Round k: If k is even, then A would know vk by this time, and A sends this
information over to B. If k is odd, B would know vk by this time, and B sends this
information over to A.
It is easy to see that this protocol uses O(n log(k&1) n) bits of communication. K
To obtain Results 1(a) and 1(b), we sharpen the analysis used by Nisan and
Wigderson [11] to obtain their 0(n) lower bound for CB, k (gk); our proof, like
theirs, uses entropy. We briefly recall their argument. Suppose at most =n bits of
communication are allowed, for a k-round protocol, where player B starts the com-
munication. Then, it can be shown that after k&1 rounds are over, the player
whose turn it is to speak next will have less than 1 bit of information about the final
answer. However, this player must already know the answer, because he is not
going to receive any more messagesa contradiction.
We modify their proof as follows. Suppose only cn bits are allowed per round.
Then, after k&1 rounds, the player whose turn it is to speak next knows only some
:(c, k) bits of information about the answer. Thus, since this player must know the
answer exactly, :(c, k) must be at least wlog nx. It turns out that :(c, k) looks like
a tower of 2’s of height k&2, with c on the top. This, implies a lower bound of
0(log(k&1) n) for c, and hence a lower bound of 0(n log (k&1) n) for CB, k (gk).
Theorem 2. CB, k (gk)=0(n log(k&1) n) for all fixed k.
Proof. Fix a k-round protocol of gk where player B sends the first message. To
analyze the protocol, we consider inputs ( fA , fB) chosen uniformly at random from
the set of all possible inputs. For, i=1, 2, ..., k, let Vi be the vertex at distance i
from v0 . Let Mi be the message sent in the ith round of the protocol. Note that Vi ’s
and Mi ’s are random variables, whose values are completely determined once fA
and fB are chosen. The players have to communicate and determine Vk . We will
show that there is at least one choice of ( fA , fB) for which A and B exchange many
bits in this protocol.
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The proof will proceed in stages. In the first stage we will restrict attention to
inputs where the first message M1 is m1 and the first vertex V1 is v1 . In general, at
the end of stage i, we will fix the first i messages M1 , M2 , ..., Mi at m1 , m2 , ..., mi ,
and the first i vertices V1 , V2 , ..., Vi at v1 , v2 , ..., vi . We use Xi to refer to the set of
inputs compatible with the setting determined after stage i, and let ( f iA , f
i
B) be a
uniformly chosen random element of Xi . Note that if we consider the original ran-
dom inputs ( fA , fB) under the condition that they belong to X i , then the resulting
distribution is identical to the distribution of ( f iA , f
i
B). Also, X i is the Cartesian
product of sets of inputs of A and B that are consistent with the setting. This is
analogous to the fact (see [9, pp. 79]) that the set of inputs consistent with the
communication, after the first few messages have been fixed, forms a subrectangle
of the communication matrix. Thus, f iA and f
i
B are independent of each other.
Now, suppose only cn bits are sent in each round. Suppose it is B ’s turn to speak
last (that is after k&1 rounds). Then, after k&1 messages have been sent, B knows
the answer. We will show that unless c is large, H[ f k&1A (vk&1)] is non-zero. On the
other hand, since B knows the answer at this stage, the value of Vk is the same for
all inputs in Xk&1 , that is, H[ f k&1A (vk&1)] is zero. We conclude from this that c
must be large. To implement the plan outlined above, we will maintain the follow-
ing induction hypothesis.
There exist choices m1 , m2 , ..., mi and v1 , v2 , ..., vi , such that Xi is non-
empty, and the following three invariants hold.
(I1) H[ f iA]n log n&(2
i&1) cn.
(I2) H[ f iB]n log n&(2
i&1) cn.
(I3) H[ f i (vi)log n&$(i), where the function $ is defined inductively by
$(0)=0, and for j1, $( j)=(2 j&1) 22($( j&1)+1)c. Also, here f i stands for f iA if i
is even, and f iB if i is odd.
Base case. After Round 0 (that is, initially), ( f 0A , f
0
B) has the same distribution
as ( fA , fB). Therefore, H[ f 0A], H[ f
0
B]=n log n and H[ f
0
A(v0)]=log n. Clearly,
the hypothesis is true.
Induction step. We will show the induction step for odd i; the proof for even i
is identical. When i is odd, it is B ’s turn to speak in Round i. By the induction
hypothesis, after Round i&1, m1 , m2 , ..., mi&1 and v1 , v2 , ..., vi&1 have been chosen,
so that
H[ f i&1A ]n log n&(2
i&1&1) cn;
H[ f i&1B ]n log n&(2
i&1&1) cn;
H[ f i&1A (vi&1)]log n&$(i&1).
We need to find values mi for Mi and vi for Vi , such that (I1), (I2) and (I3)
continue to hold after Round i.
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Choosing mi : Since the values for first i&1 messages have been fixed, Mi is
now a function of f i&1B alone. We pick the value mi for Mi such that the resulting
distribution f iB has the maximum entropy. (Since f
i&1
B is uniformly distributed, this
just amounts to picking mi such that Pr( fAi&1, fBi&1)[Mi=mi] is maximum.)
Choosing vi : We will use the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let X and Y be random variables taking values in sets of size n and
m respectively. If H[X]log n&k and H[Y | X]log m&l, then for at least
n22(k+1) values x of X,
H[Yx]log m&2l.
Here Yx denotes the restriction of Y obtained by fixing X at the value x.
Proof. By definition, H[Y | X]=EX[H[YX]]. Since H[Y | X]log m&l, by
Markov’s inequality, we get
Pr[H[YX]<log m&2l]< 12 .
Therefore, we know that with high probability (> 12), X satisfies the condition
H[YX]log m&2l. But what we need to show is that this high probability event
includes a large number of values for X. For this, we will use the assumption
H[X]log n&k. Let S be the set of values x of X for which the condition
H[Yx]log m&2l holds; let p =
def
Pr[X # S] (note p12). Let /S=1 when X # S,
and /S=0 otherwise. We have
log n&kH[X]=H[X, /S]
=H[/S]+H[X | /S]
1+ p log |S|+(1& p) log n.
This gives log |S|log n&(k+1)plog n&2(k+1); that is, |S|n22(k+1). K
We now return to the induction step above, and apply this lemma with
X= f i&1A (vi&1) and Y= f
i&1
A . By condition (I3) of the induction hypothesis,
H[X]log n&$(i&1), and by (I1), we have
H[Y | X]n log n&(2i&1&1) cn&H[X]
n log n&(2i&1&1) cn&log n.
The lemma, then gives us a set T, with size tn22($(i&1)+1), of values x for X, such
that
H[Yx]n log n&2((2i&1&1) cn+log n).
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Recall that X stands for f i&1A (vi&1), so these value x are actually values for
Vi= f i&1A (vi&1). We now pick the value v i among these possibilities such that
H[ f iB(vi)] is maximum. This completes the choice of vi .
We will now show that if mi and vi are so chosen, then (I1), (I2) and (I3) hold.
(I1) and (I2) are straightforward to establish:
H[ f iA]n log n&2((2
i&1&1) cn+log n)
n log n&(2i&1) cn;
H[ f iB]n log n&(2
i&1&1) cn&cn
n log n&(2i&1) cn.
It remains to verify (I3). We know H[ f iB]n log n&(2
i&1) cn. We have
:
v  T
log n+ :
v # T
H[ f iB(v)]H[ f
i
B]n log n&(2
i&1) cn.
Since vi was chosen to be that vertex in T for which H[ f iB(v)] was maximum, we
have
H[ f iB(vi)](n log n&(2
i&1) cn&(n&t) log n)t
log n&(2i&1) cnt
log n&$(i).
For the last inequality, we used tn22($(i&1)+1) and the definition of $(i). This
establishes (I3), and completes the induction.
Claim 3.3. \k, \n large enough, c=0(log (k&1)2 n).
Proof. We first show by induction that for j1,
$( j)tower( j&1, 16, 4c).
For the base case, we have since $(1)=4c=tower(0, 16, 4c). For the induction
step, we have
$( j)=(2 j&1) 22($( j&1)+1)c
(2 j+2) c_4tower( j&2, 16, 4c)
4tower( j&2, 16, 4c)_4tower( j&2, 16, 4c)
tower( j&1, 16, 4c).
Now, if the protocol is correct, then after k&1 rounds, the player whose turn it
is to speak next should already know the answer Vk . This implies that the entropy
of Vk is zero, that is, $(k&1)log2 n. Thus,
4clog (k&2)16 log2 nlog
(k&1)
16 n.
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We will show that for all large n (such that log (k&1)2 n15),
log (k&1)16 n
1
5 log
(k&1)
2 n. (1)
Then, we have the bound c 120 log
(k&1)
2 n, justifying the claim.
We use induction to show (1). For j=1, we have
log ( j&1)16 n=n>
n
5
=
1
5
log ( j&1)2 n.
For 1< jk&1, using the induction hypothesis, we have
log ( j&1)16 nlog16 \15 log ( j&2)2 n+

1
4
log2 \15 log ( j&2)2 n+

1
5
log ( j&1)2 n_\54&
5 log 5
4 log ( j&2)2 n+

1
5
log ( j&1)2 n.
For the last inequality, we assumed that log ( j&1)2 n15. K
The theorem follows from the above claim. K
Next, we show that the lower bound holds even for randomized protocols.
Theorem 3. C B, k13 (gk)=0(n log
(k&1) n) for all fixed k.
Proof. We show that no deterministic k-round protocol, with B starting the
communication, that uses significantly less than n log(k&1) n bits can solve the
problem correctly for a nonnegligible fraction of the inputs when the inputs are
chosen according to the uniform distribution. The theorem then follows by an
application of Yao’s lemma [15].
Fix a k-round deterministic 13-error protocol for gk , where player B begins the
communication. The method used in the proof of this theorem is almost identical
to that used in the proof of the previous theorem. There, we showed that if the
protocol used a small amount of communication, then there was at least one input
on which it erred; here we strengthen this and show that if the protocol uses a small
amount of communication, then it must give wrong answers for a large fraction of
the inputs.
As before, we consider inputs of the form ( fA , fB) chosen uniformly at random
from the set of all inputs, and let M1 , M2 , ..., Mk and V1 , V2 , ..., Vk be the random
variables representing the first k messages and the first k vertices. Suppose the
protocol uses cn bits of communication on the average. By stopping this protocol,
as soon as 100cn bits have been exchanged, we get another protocol for gk , which
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never uses more than Cn (C=100c) bits of communication, and yet gives wrong
answers with probability at most 13+
1
100 over choices of ( fA , fB). In the rest of the
proof we shall work with this modified protocol, and show that C must be large.
Pick a random input from the input distribution defined above, and consider the
situation after i rounds are over. Let ( f iA , f
i
B) denote the induced distribution on
the set of inputs Xi that are consistent with the i messages M1 , M2 , ..., Mi sent so
far and give rise to the same values for V1 , V2 , ..., Vi as the present input. Note that
this is, in fact, uniform distribution on the set of such inputs; furthermore, f iA and
f iB are independent. We will show by induction that the following hypothesis holds.
For i=0, 1, 2, ..., k&1, with probability at least > ij=1 (1&12
j+1) over choices
of inputs for the two players, the following three invariants hold.
(I1) H[ f iA]n log n&2
10i2Cn.
(I2) H[ f iB]n log n&2
10i2Cn.
(I3) H[ f i (Vi)]log n&$(i), where the function $ is defined inductively by
$(0)=0 and $(i)=22i+3($(i&1)+1)210i2C. Also, here f i stands for f iA if i is even, and
f iB if i is odd.
Base case. Initially, with probability 1, ( f 0A , f
0
B) is the uniform distribution on
the set of all inputs, and the claim follows immediately.
Induction step. We will assume that i is odd; the proof for even i is identical. It
is B ’s turn to speak in Round i. By the induction hypothesis, after Round i&1,
with probability > i&1j=1 (1&12
j+1), we have:
H[ f i&1A ] n log n&2
10(i&1)2Cn.
H[ f i&1B ] n log n&2
10(i&1)2Cn.
H[ f i&1A (Vi&1)]log n&$(i&1).
Note, that all inputs in f i&1A and f
i&1
B have the same value for V1 , ..., Vi&1 ; so the
variable Vi&1 in the third inequality above is actually constant over the set of
inputs Xi . To show that the induction hypothesis holds after Round i, we first fix
an input ( fA , fB) such that the hypothesis holds after Round i&1, and show that
more than a fraction 1&12i+1 of the inputs in Xi&1 satisfy the induction
hypothesis after Round i.
(I1) holds with high probability: Since H[Vi]log n, fixing the value of V1
can cause an average reduction of at most log n in H[ f i&1A ]. Thus, by Markov’s
inequality, with probability at least 1&12i+3 over choices of inputs from Xi , we
have
H[ f iA]n log n&2
i+3 (210(i&1)
2Cn+log n)n log n&210i2Cn.
(I2) holds with high probability: Since messages are only Cn bits long, the
average reduction in entropy of f i&1B after B ’s message is at most Cn. Then, by
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Markov’s inequality, with probability at least 1&12i+2, B sends a message m such
that the remaining entropy of f i&1B is at least
H[ f iB]n log n&2
10(i&1)2Cn&2 i+2Cnn log n&210i2Cn.
(I3) holds with high probability given (I2): Assume that (I2) holds. Note that
(I2) depends only on f i&1B , which is independent of f
i&1
A . We shall show that with
probability at least 1&12i+3,
Pr[H( f iB(Vi))log n&$(i)]1&
1
2i+3
.
For otherwise,
Pr[H[ f iB(Vi)]<log n&$(i)]>
1
2i+3
.
Let S be the set of vertices in VB such that H[ f iB(v)]<log n&$(i). By the above
inequality, we know that Pr[Vi # S]= p12i+3. On the other hand, we know by
(I3) of the induction hypothesis that H[Vi]log n&$(i&1). By a calculation
similar to the one used at the end of the proof of Lemma 3.2, we see that
|S|n22i+3($(i&1)+1). But then, we have
H[ f iB] :
v # S
H[ fB(v)]+ :
v  S
H[ fB(v)]
<
n
22
i+3($(i&1)+1)
(log n&$(i))+\n& n22i+3($(i&1)+1)+ log n
=n log n&210i2Cn,
where the last inequality follows from the definition of $(i). But this contradicts our
assumption that (I2) holds.
To ensure that with high probability the three invariants continue to hold after
Round i, we observe that
Pr[(I1) 7 (I2) 7 (I3)]Pr[(I2)]_Pr[(I3) | (I2)]&Pr[c(I1)]
\1& 12i+2+ \1&
1
2i+3+&
1
2i+3
1&
1
2i+1
.
This completes the induction.
This implies that with probability at least >k&1j=1 (1&12
j+1) 12 , at the end of
Round k&1, the condition (I3) above holds. If $(k&1)< log n100 , H[ f
k&1 (Vk&1)]
 99100 log n, and hence Vk cannot take any fixed value with probability more than
1
50 .
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But then, the protocol makes an error with probability at least 12_
49
50>
1
3+
1
100 ,
which is more than it is allowed. Hence, $(k&1)log2 n100.
Claim 3.4. \k, \n large enough, C=0(log (k&1)2 n).
Proof. This follows from routine calculations, similar to those presented in the
proof of Claim 3.3; we omit the details. K
The theorem now follows from this claim. K
4. THE BIT GAME
In this section, we show upper and lower bounds for the bit game. We start with
a formal definition of the bit game.
Definition 4.1. Let VA and VB be two disjoint sets of n vertices each. Fix
v0 # VA . Let FA=[ fA | fA : VA  VB] and FB=[ fB | fB : VB  VA]. Then, pk : FA
_FB  [0, 1] is defined by pk ( fA , fB)=[ f (k) (v0)]0 , where f is as in Definition 3.1
and [b]0 denotes the most significant bit of a Boolean vector b. Let vi denote the
vertex f (i) (v0) for i0.
Our next result shows that for any constant k, pk has a protocol with com-
munication complexity O(n) if more than k2 rounds of communication are
allowed. The protocol is a combination of two protocols: one uses the standard
pointer chasing protocol for (k&r) steps, the other determines the answer for the
(k&r)-th vertex by percolating the answer backwards. Thus, the protocol uses a
top-down and bottom-up approach simultaneously.
Theorem 4. CB, k&r ( pk)=O((k&r&2) log n+(r+1) n) for all fixed k2 and
for r k2&1.
Proof. In Round 1, B sends [ fB(v)]0 for every vertex v # VB . In Round 2, A
sends v1 and ( fB( fA (v))]0 for every vertex v # VA . B sends v2 and [ fB( fA ( fB(v)))]0
for every vertex v # VB in Round 3. The two players A and B repeat this till Round
r+1, that is, they chase pointers from the top starting at v0 to reach vr and also
compute the answer for vk&r&1 bottom-up.
1. If r is odd, then at the end of Round r+1, B knows vr and [ f (r+1) (v)]0
for every vertex v in VA .
2. If r is even, then at the end of Round r+1, A knows vr and ( f (r+1) (v)]0
for every vertex v in VB .
After Round r+1, A and B only follow pointers from the top by repeated applica-
tion of f to the vertex vr to determine vk&r&1 . Then, at the end of Round k&r&1,
1. If r is odd, B knows the vertex vk&r&1 and [ f (r+1) (v)]0 for every vertex
v in VA . Hence, he knows pk[ fA , fB]. B sends this answer to A in Round k&r.
2. If r is even, A knows the vertex vk&r&1 and [ f (r+1) (v)]0 for every vertex
v in VB . Hence, he knows pk[ fA , fB]. A sends this answer to B in Round k&r.
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It is easy to see that this protocol uses O((k&r&2) log n+(r+1) n) bits of com-
munication. K
We now show a k2-round protocol for pk that uses O(n log(k2&1) n) bits of
communication. This protocol is again a combination of two protocols: instead of
the standard pointer chasing protocol used in the previous result, we now employ
the protocol of Damm, Jukna and Sgall.
Theorem 5. For all fixed k, CB, k2 ( pk)=O(n log(k2&1) n).
Proof. In Round 1, B sends the most significant log(k2&1) n bits of fB(v) for
every vertex v # VB . In Round 2, A sends v1 and the most significant log(k2&2) n bits
of fA (v) for every possible vertex v in A’s list that v1 could be pointing to. A also
sends [ fB( fA (v))]0 for every vertex v # VA . In Round 3, B sends v2 and the most
significant log(k2&3) n bits of fB(v) for every possible vertex v in B’s list that v2
could be pointing to. B also sends [ fB( fA ( fB(v)))]0 for every vertex v # vB . They
repeat this for k2&1 rounds, that is, they follow the protocol of Damm, Jukna and
Sgall to chase pointers from the top starting at v0 to reach vk2 . Simultaneously,
they also compute the answer for vertex vk2 bottom-up. Thus at the end of Round
k
2&1,
1. If k2 is odd, then B knows the answer. B sends it to A in Round
k
2 .
2. If k2 is even, then A knows the answer. A sends it to B in Round
k
2 .
We can easily check that the protocol uses O(n log(k2&1) n) bits of communica-
tion. K
The previous two results show an abrupt jump in communication complexity
from linear to superlinear number of bits of communication when k2 rounds or
less are available. We now show that this abrupt jump is unavoidable. Proving a
lower bound for the bit version of the problem with fewer than k2 rounds needs
new ideas. In the rest of this section, we point out why the ideas already used do
not completely solve the problem, and describe the new ideas that help us complete
the proof.
Why is the entropy method not sufficient? Let k=2r, r even. We wish to show
that no r-round protocol with cn bits per round can solve the problem for constant
c. Suppose it is A’s turn to communicate in Round r. What can the entropy method
described above tell us about the state of the players in the beginning of Round r?
Using the entropy method, we can ensure the following: the vertex vr&1 # VB
(at distance r&1 from v0) has already been fixed. The inputs of A and B, that is
fA and fB , still have large entropy (n log n&O(n)). In particular, for most choices
of fA , the pointer that leaves vertex vr&1 still has several possibilities. This tells us
that as we vary the B’s input (consistently with whatever choices made so far) then
the vertex vr has many possibilities (0(n), the constant depends on k). Since A does
not have access to B’s input, A does not know which of these vertices is the right
one. The entropy method gets us this far. To complete the proof, we now need to
show that there are two choices for vertex vr so that the vertex f (r) (vr) is in different
halves. For this, we need the transfer lemma.
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What is the transfer lemma? Roughly speaking, the transfer lemma states the
following: suppose / is a random function from [n]  [0, 1]. Suppose f is a func-
tion picked at random from a probability distribution with entropy n log n&O(n)
on the set of all functions from [n] to [n] ( f and / are independent). Suppose /
has the property that with high probability it can two-color any set of size at least
2k (say k=log n&a). Then, for most of the values of /, if we fix / at that value
then the composed function / b f can two-color any set of size 2k$, where
k$=log n&log a. (This is a very rough description. For details, see the statement
of the lemma below.)
Thus, if initially we have a distribution that can two-color sets of size - n, then
after one composition, we get a distribution that can two-color sets of size at least
nlog n, after another composition (with a ‘‘fresh’’ function), it can two-color sets of
size nlog log n, and next time nlog log log n, and so on.
We now make a few definitions and state the transfer lemma. The proof of the
transfer lemma will be given in Section 7.
Definition 4.2 (Distance between distributions). The variational distance (see
Nisan and Zuckerman [12]) between two distributions D and D$ on the same
underlying set X is
d(D, D$) =def 12 :
x # X
|D(x)&D$(x)|.
We say that a distribution D1 is within distance d of another distribution D2 if
d(D1 , D2)d.
The following properties follow easily from the definition above.
Proposition 4.3. 1. d(D, D$)=maxYX |y # Y D( y)&y # Y D$( y)|.
2. d(D1 , D2)d(D1 , D3)+d(D3 , D2).
3. If f: X  Y, and D1 and D2 are distributions on X, then d( f (D1),
f (D2))d(D1 , D2).
Definition 4.4 (Min-entropy). We say that a distribution D on [n] has
min-entropy k if D(i)12k, for all i.
Definition 4.5 (Coloring distributions). Let /: [n]  [0, 1]. Let D be a
distribution on [n]. We say that / =-well-colors D, if
} :
n
i=1
D(i) /(i)& 12 }=.
If / is a random coloring, then we say that it is a (k, =, $)-coloring, if for all
distributions D with min-entropy k,
Pr
/
[/ =-well-colors D]1&$.
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We say that / is a (k, =)-coloring if for all distributions D with min-entropy k and
for all t0,
Pr
/
[/(=+t)-well-colors D]1&exp \&t
222k
2n + .
We can now give a formal statement of the transfer lemma.
Lemma 4.6 (The transfer lemma). Suppose / is a random (log n&A, =, $)-coloring,
where =A2. Assume f is a random function from [n] to [n] with entropy at least
n log n&Cn, where C1. Then, for all :>0 with probability at least 1&(n+1) - $
over the choices of /, / b f is within :+- $ of a (k$, =$)-coloring with
k$=log n&log
:=2A
2C
;
=$ =3=.
4.1. Lower Bound for the Bit Game
In this section, we show the main result of this paper.
Theorem 6. For all fixed k, CB, k2 ( pk)=0(n log(k&2) n).
Proof. Fix k=2t. We wish to show that there is no t-round protocol for p2t
where player B starts and the players send at most cn (c2 is a constant) bits in
each round. The proof uses the method of round elimination. We now define a
slight generalization of the problem p2t , p~ 2t&1 , and prove a round elimination
lemma for p~ 2t&1 . The lower bound for p2t then follows from a reduction of p2t to
p~ 2t&1 .
Definition 4.7 (The problem p~ 2t&1). Players A and B are given inputs fA and
fB as before; in addition, B is now given a coloring /: VB  [0, 1]. The players need
to determine the color of the (2t&1)-st vertex reached by chasing pointers starting
from the distinguished vertex v0 # VA ; that is, they must determine /( f (2t&1) (v0)).
In the proof below, the inputs fA and ( fB , /) given to A and B respectively will
be randomly chosen according to some distribution. Let
I[ fA] =
def n log n&H[ fA] and I[ fB] =
def n log n&H[ fB].
Similarly, let I[v1] =
def I[ fA (v0)]=log n&H[ fA (v0)]. Here I[ fA], I[ fB] and
I[v1] measure the amount of information the protocol has about these input
variables: the smaller these quantities, the harder the task. Thus, if fA is chosen
uniformly from the set of all possible values, then I[ fA]=0. We also use the condi-
tional version of this definition: I[ fA | X] =
def n log n&H[ fA | X]. We have already
seen how to quantify the randomness in a random coloring / using the notion of
(k, =)-coloring. Recall that there k gives the min-entropy of the distribution that /
can color well. Just as we did for the other input random variables, we will replace
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the parameter k by log n&k while measuring the quality of /. Thus, if we say / has
quality (q, =) , then we mean / is within = of some (log n&q, =, 1n6)-coloring.
Note, however, that this time, the larger the parameter q, the harder the task will
be for the protocol.
We shall show that if fA and ( fB , /) are drawn from sufficiently ‘‘rich’’ distribu-
tions, then there can be no protocol for p~ 2t&1 that uses at most cn bits per round,
where B starts and both players know the answer after t rounds of communication.
Definition 4.8 (The predicate ,). We say that ,t (I, i, (q, =) ) holds if there
exist distributions for fA and ( fB , /) such that
1. I[ fA], I[ fB]I, I[ fA (v0)]i and / has quality (q, =).
2. There is a protocol for p~ 2t&1 that uses at most cn bits per round, where B
starts the communication and both players know the answer after t rounds of com-
munication.
Lemma 4.9. (a) ,1 (I, i, (q, =) ) is false whenever =< 14 and
i+1
= q.
(b) ,t (I, i, (q, =) ) O ,t&1 (I$, i $, (q$, =$) ), where
I$ =2I+2cn;
i $ =
I$22(i+1)
n
;
q$=log \ =
3qn
4(I+n)+ ;
=$ =6=.
Proof.
Part (a). Suppose ,1 (I, i, (q, =) ) is true. In p~ 1 , the player B knows the answer
before any messages are exchanged. By the definition of ,1 , I[ fA (v0)]i and hence
H[ fA (v0)]log n&i. Let D denote the distribution of the random variable fA (v0).
This distribution D is within distance = of distribution D$ with min-entropy log n& i+1=
(see Lemma 7.2 below). We know that the coloring / has quality (q, =) . Suppose
i+1
= q. Then,
Pr
/
[/ =-well-colors D$]1&
1
n6
&=.
This implies that, for all large n,
Pr
/
[/ 2=-well-colors D]1&
1
n6
&=>0.
If we choose a / that 2=-well-colors D, then the neighborhood of v0 will be two-
colored and B cannot know the answer. This is a contradiction.
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Part (b). Suppose ,t (I, i, (q, =) ) is true. Fix input random variables fA and
( fB , /) satisfying the first condition in the definition of ,t . We want, now, to fix
a value v1 for fA (v0), a value for / and the first message m1 of B in such a way that
(i) for the restricted random variables f $A and f $B , we have I[ f $A],
I[ f $B]I$ and I[ f $B(v1)]i $.
(ii) /$=/ b f $A , which is a 01 coloring of VA has quality (q$, =$) .
Suppose, we succeed in this. Then,
/( f (2t&1) (v0))=(/ b f $A)( f (2t&3) (v1))=/$( f $(2t&3) (v1)),
where f $= f $A _ f $B . Thus, if we use the same protocol assuming the first message
is m1 and v1 is the starting vertex, then we get a protocol for p~ 2t&3 for inputs f $A ,
f $B , /$ (with the roles of players A and B are interchanged) with parameters
(I$, i $, (q$, =$) ), thereby establishing part (b) of the lemma.
We now describe how v1 , / and m1 are chosen.
Finding good values for v1 . Since I[ fA]I, we have I[ fA | fA (v0)]I+log n
I+cn. We also know that I[ fA (v0)]i. By Lemma 3.2, for at least n22(i+1)
values v of v1= fA (v0), the restriction fA, v (of fA obtained by conditioning on the
event v1=v) has the property I[ fA, v]2(I+cn). Thus, the set of good values of
v1 , G=[v # VB : I[ fA, v]2(I+cn)] has size at least n22(i+1). Later we will choose
a value for v1 from G. This will ensure that I[ f $A]2(I+cn)=I$.
Finding good values for /. Note that / is within distance = of a (log n&q, =, 1n6)-
coloring. Thus, by Transfer Lemma, for any v # G, with probability 1&(n+1)n3
over choices of /, / b fA, v is within distance 2=+ 1n3 of a (log n&q$, 3=)-coloring.
Since, |G|n, with probability 1&n(n+1)n3 over choices of /, for all v # G,
/$=/ b fA, v is within distance 2=+ 1n3 of a (log n&q$, 3=)-coloring; call such a / nice.
Thus,
Pr[/ is nice]1&
n(n+1)
n3
>
1
2
. (2)
It can be checked using Definition 4.5 that if / is nice, then /$ has quality (q$, =$) .
Fixing / and m1 . Since I[ fB]I, we have I[ fB | /]I+n; thus for at least half
the values of /, the restricted input fB, / satisfies
I[ fB, /]2(I+n).
By (2), there exists a nice / with this property. Fix one such /. Since the first
message M sent by B contains at most cn bits, I[ fB, / | M]2I+2n+cn. Thus, we
can fix a value m1 for M so that for the resulting restriction on B’s input, denoted f $B ,
I[ f $B]2I+2cn=I$.
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Fixing v1 . Finally, we want to choose a value of v for v1 from the set of good
values G, so that I[ f $B(v)]i $. Now,
:
v # G
I[ f $B(v)] :
v # VB
I[ f $B(v)]I$.
So, we can fix a value v1 # G for fA (v0) such that
I[ f $B(v)]
I$
|G|
=
I$22(i+1)
n
=i $.
This completes the proof of the lemma. K
Claim 4.10. If n is large enough and if ,t (n, 0, ( 14 log n, 6
&2t) ) holds initially,
then for all j=1, 2, ..., t&1, ,j (Ij , ij , (qj , =j) ) holds where
Ij (2t& j+1&1) 2cn
ij tower(t& j&1, 16, 16c)
qj = 14 log
(t& j+1) n
=j =162t+ j.
Proof. The claim follows directly from Lemma 4.9 by a routine backward
induction on j. K
To prove the lower bound for p2t we reduce it to the problem p~ 2t&1 .
Lemma 4.11. If there is a t-round protocol for p2t that uses at most cn bits per
round, then ,t (0, 0, ( 14 log n, 6
&2t) ) holds.
Proof. Initially, fA , fB and fA (v0) have full entropy and hence zero information.
The coloring / has uniform distribution on [0, 1]n. It follows from the method of
bounded differences (see Lemma 1.2 of McDiarmid [10]) that
Pr _} :
n
i=1
D(i) /(i)& 12 }=&2e&2=2maxi D(i),
where D is any probability distribution on [n]. In particular, if D has min-entropy
3
4 log n, then D(i)n
&34 for all i. Hence, for all large n,
Pr _} :
n
i=1
D(i) /(i)&
1
2 }
1
62t&2e&2n3464t
1
n6
.
Therefore, / has quality ( 14 log n, 6
&2t). K
Claim 4.12. \k, \n large enough, c=0(log (k&2)2 n).
Proof. ,1 ((2t&1) 2cn, tower(t&2, 16, 16c), ( 14 log
(t) n, 16t) ) holds as a con-
sequence of Claim 4.10 and Lemma 4.11. Now, by part (a) of Lemma 4.9,
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1
4 log
(t) ntower(t&2, 16, 16c). The claim now follows from routine calculations,
similar to those presented in the proof of Claim 3.3; we omit the details. K
The theorem now follows from the claim.
5. THE s-POINTER GAME g sk
In this section, we consider the generalized pointer game where we follow s paths
in parallel instead of one.
Definition 5.1. Let v01 , ..., v0s # VA . The function we will be interested in com-
puting is gsk : FA _FB  V
s defined by g sk( fA , fB)=( f
(k) (v01), ..., f (k) (v0s)) where
f (k) is as in Definition 3.1.
Given n and s, let us define the following function: h(0) (n, s)=log n. h(k+1) (n, s)
=log h(k) (n, s)+log s.
Theorem 7. For all fixed k, CB, k (g sk)=O(nh
(k&2) (n, s)).
Proof.
Round 1: B sends the last h(k&2) (n, s) bits of fB(v) for every v # VB .
Round 2: A now knows the last h(k&2) (n, s) bits of fB(v11), ..., fB(v1s), where
v11= fA (v01), ..., v1s= fA (v0s). A sends v11 , ..., v1s and the last h (k&3) (n, s) bits of
fA (v) for every possible vertex v in A’s list that v11 , ..., v1s could be pointing to.
Round 3: B now knows the last h(k&3) (n, s) bits of fA (v21), ..., fA (v2s), where
v21= fB(v11 , ..., v2s= fB(v1s). B sends v21 , ..., v2s and the last h (k&4) (n, s) bits of fB(v)
for every possible vertex v in B’s list that v21 , ..., v2s could be pointing to.
b
Round k: If k is even, A will now know vk1 , ..., vks by this time and A sends
this information over to B. If k is odd, B would know vk1 , ..., vks by this time, and
B sends this information over to A.
It is easy to see that this protocol uses O(nh(k&2) (n, s)) bits of communication. K
6. MONOTONE CONSTANT DEPTH HIERARCHY
Let Lk&1 (Hk) be the minimum size of a monotone formula of depth k&1
(unbounded fan-in) that computes Hk .
Theorem 8 (Nisan and Wigderson [11]). CB, k (gk)log Lk&1 (Hk).
Now using the fact that CB, k (gk)=0(n log(k&1) n), we get the following
corollary:
Corollary 6.1. Any monotone circuit of depth k&1 (unbounded fan-in) for Hk
requires size 20(n log(k&1) nk).
Let Lks (Q
s
k) be the minimum size of a monotone formula of depth k (unbounded
fan-in) with O(s) nondeterministic bits that computes Qsk .
Theorem 9 (Klauck [7]). CB, k+1 (gk+1)&O(n)log Lks (Q
s
k).
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So, we have:
Corollary 6.2. Any monotone circuit of depth k (unbounded fan-in) with O(s)
nondeterministic bits for Qsk requires size 2
0(n log(k) nk).
7. THE TRANSFER LEMMA
In this section, we give a detailed proof of the transfer lemma. We begin by
recalling the statement of the transfer lemma (see Lemma 4.6).
The transfer lemma. Suppose / is a random (log n&A, =, $)-coloring, where
=A2. Assume f is a random function from [n] to [n] with entropy at least
n log n&Cn, where C1. Then, for all :>0 with probability at least 1&(n+1) - $
over the choices of /, / b f is within :+- $ of a (k$, =$)-coloring with
k$=log n&log
:=2A
2C
;
=$ =3=.
How do we prove the transfer lemma? Fix / and f as in the description of the
transfer lemma. We think of f as an element of [n]n. Now the distribution of f gives
rise to an n-ary probability tree. The n edges coming out of root of the tree
correspond to the n possible values for f (1). Each of the edges is labeled with the
corresponding probability. In general, the n edges coming out of a node of the tree
at level i, correspond to the n different possibilities for f (i), and labeled with the
appropriate conditional probabilities (see below for the precise definition). This
defines a probability distribution on the leaves of the tree which is precisely the
probability distribution of f.
We first observe that on most paths in this tree, there must be lots of nodes of
high entropy (by the entropy of a node, we mean the entropy of the distribution
at that node). We now use / to color the underlying set [n], so that each of the
nodes of high entropy gets a balanced coloring (that is the choices out of this node
that get colored 0 are roughly half).
Once, we fix the coloring /, the probability tree now induces a distribution on
[0, 1]n. We need to show that this distribution is capable of coloring sets of size 2k$,
where k$=log n&log a with high probability. For this we use the method of bounded
differences. Unfortunately, this application is not straightforward. The difficulty
arises because the good nodes of the probability tree are not always on the same
levels (as we range over the paths of the tree).
There is one more difficulty that arises from the use of the probability tree.
Although we state that there are many good nodes on most paths of the tree, we
cannot just absorb the bad paths in the probability of error. This is because, we will
need to color several sets simultaneously and if we incur this error for each of them,
we will be left with nothing in the end. So, we need to observe that these bad paths
constitute bad events that are common to all the sets that we wish to color. This
is formalized as follows. We show that the probability tree is close (here distance
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is measured as defined in Definition 4.2) to another tree, all of whose paths have
many good nodes.
Definition 7.1 (The probability tree). Suppose D is a distribution on Am,
where |A|=n and m is a positive integer. Let X be a random variable with distribu-
tion D. We associate an n-ary tree { of height m with the distribution D. The root
r of { will have n children, one for each possibility of X1 . The n outgoing edges will
be labeled by the corresponding probabilities p1 (r), ..., pn (r). Suppose w is the child
of the root corresponding to the possibility X1=a # A. Then, the subtree rooted at
w is the probability tree for distribution of X2 , ..., Xn subject to the condition
X1=a. The leaves of the tree { will be denoted by L({). Note that the probabilities,
on the edges impose a distribution on the leaves of the tree, and this is exactly the
same as D. For i1, let {i be the probability tree corresponding to uniform dis-
tribution on [n]i. The distance between two trees is the distance between the
corresponding distributions.
We refer to the internal vertices of this tree as nodes. For a node v, let Dv be the
distribution on the set A generated by the probabilities labeling the edges leaving
v. We say that a node v of { is =-well-colored by the function /: [n]  [0, 1], if Dv
is =-well-colored by /.
7.1. Approximating Distributions
Lemma 7.2 (Entropy vs. min-entropy). Let D be a distribution on [n] with
entropy at least log n&A. Then, for all =>0, D is within = of a distribution with
min-entropy log n& A+1= .
Proof. Let B=(A+1)=, and let S=[i: D(i)> 2Bn ]. Let q=Pr[S]. We will show
that
q=. (3)
Then, we can obtain a distribution D$ from D by redistributing the excess prob-
ability on S among other elements, so that
1. D$(i)2Bn for all i # [n], that is, D$ has min-entropy log n& A+1= ; and
2. D(i)>D$(i) O i # S, that is, D$ was obtained from D by moving the excess
probability out of S. We now show that this can always be done. Using the fact that
B1 and D is a probability distribution, we have
:
i \D(i)&
2B
n +0.
and hence
:
i # S \D(i)&
2B
n + :i  S \
2B
n
&D(i)+ .
In particular, we get d(D, D$)Pr[S]<=.
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We only need to show (3). If q=0, we are done. Otherwise, we have,
H[D]= :
i # S
D(i) log
1
D(i)
+ :
i # [n]&S
D(i) log
1
D(i)
log n&A.
Since, D(i)>2Bn for i # S, we have
q(log n&B)+(1&q) :
i # [n]&S
D(i)
1&q
log
1
D(i)
log n&A.
[Note that q<1, because otherwise we would have H[D]<log n&A, contradict-
ing the assumption.] Using Jensen’s inequality for the second term on the left, we
get
q(log n&B)+(1&q) log
n&|S|
1&q
>log n&A.
This implies that,
q(log n&B)+(1&q)[log n&log(1&q)]>log n&A.
The inequality (3) follows easily from this. K
Lemma 7.3. Let X and X$ be random variables taking values in [n], with respec-
tive distributions D and D$. Suppose, d(D, D$)=. Let f: [n]  [0, 1]. Then,
|E[ f (X)]&E[ f (X$)]|=.
Proof. Now,
|E[ f (X)]&E[ f (X$)]|=|Pr[ f (X)=1]&Pr[ f (X$)=1]|.
The claim, then, follows from the property of the distance functions (see Proposi-
tion 4.3). K
Corollary 7.1. Let X and X$ be random variables taking values in [n], with
respective distributions D and D$, such that d(D, D$)=. For all distributions F on
[0, 1]n, and all a, t0,
Pr
f # F
[|EX[ f (X)]&a|t+=] Pr
f # F
[|EX$[ f (X$)]&a|t].
Lemma 7.4. Let P be a probability distribution on [n]n such that H[P]n
log n&Cn. Consider the probability tree { corresponding to P. We say that an internal
node v of { is good if H[v]log n&T; an internal node is bad if it is not good. Then,
Pr
l # L({) _The number of bad nodes on the path to l
n
S&
CS
T
.
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Proof. Let p=Prl # L({) [The number of bad nodes on the path to l> nS]. Now,
El # L({) _ :v # path(l) H[v]&=H[P].
Thus,
p _\n&ns+ log n+
n
s
(log n&T )&+(1& p) n log nn log n&Cn.
On simplification, this gives pCST. K
Lemma 7.5. Let { be a probability tree corresponding to a distribution on [n]m.
Let G be a set of distributions on [n]; assume that the uniform distribution on [n]
is in G. A node v of { is good if Dv # G. (In the application, G will be the set of ‘‘suf-
ficiently random’’ distributions, and v will be a node where the choices are sufficiently
random.)
Suppose for some k(1km) and =0,
Pr
l # L({)
[path(l) has at least k good nodes]1&=.
Then, there is a probability tree {$ such that
(a) Prl # L({$)[path(l) has at least k good nodes]=1;
(b) d(T, T $)=.
Proof. We say that a leaf is good if the path leading to it has at least k good
nodes. If for some node v of {, the subtree rooted at v has no good leaves, then we
replace the subtree by an appropriate copy of {i . After this has been done for all
nodes v of the tree {, the resulting tree {$ will have the required properties. The
formal proof proceeds by induction on m.
For m=1, we have two cases. If ==1, we can take {$ to be the tree {1 , corre-
sponding to the uniform distribution on [n]. Otherwise, the root of { must be a
good node, then we take {$ to be {.
If m>1, then again we have two cases. If ==1, that is no leaf of { is good, then
we take {$={m . On the other hand, if =<1, then consider the root r of T. Let
v1 , ..., vn be the n children of r, with p1 , ..., pn the respective probabilities. For
i=1, ..., n, let {vi be the subtree rooted at vi . Let
k$ =def {k&1k
if the root is good
otherwise
Note that if l # L({) is good, then the path leading to it must have at least k$ good
nodes after the root. Define =i as follows
=i =
def
1& Pr
l # L({vi)
[l has at least k$ good nodes on its path to vi .].
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Note that, ni=1 pi=i=. We, now apply the induction hypothesis to each {vi with
(k$, =i) instead (k, =) and obtain {$vi such that
Pr
l # L({$vi)
[l has at least k$ good nodes on its path to vi]=1;
d({vi , {$vi)=i .
Now, to obtain our tree {$, we replace each {vi by {$vi . Then, clearly,
Pr
l # L({$)
[there are at least k good nodes on the path to l]=1.
Furthermore,
d({, {$) :
n
i=1
pi d({vi , {$vi) :
n
i=1
pi=i=. K
7.2. Proof of the Main Lemma
Proof. In the following,
T==A&1; and S=
:T
C
=
:(=A&1)
C
.
Let 1 be the probability tree corresponding to f.
Step 1. We say that a node v of 1 is good if H[Dv]log n&T. If v is a good
node, then by Lemma 7.2, Dv is within = of a distribution with min-entropy
log n& T+1= =log n&A. For a distribution D on [n] we say that ‘‘D is well-colored
by /’’ if
} :
n
i=1
Dv (i) /(i)& 12 }2=.
Then, by Lemma 7.3, since / is a (log n&A, =, $)-coloring, we have
Pr
/
[Dv is not well-colored by /]$. (4)
Step 2. For l # L(1), let E(l, /) denote the following event: some good node of
path(l) is not well-colored by /. Then (4) implies that
E
/
[ Pr
l # L(1 )
[E(l, /)]]n$.
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By Markov’s inequality,
Pr
/
[ Pr
l # L(1 )
[E(l, /)]- $]n - $.
Let E0 (/) be the event Prl # L(1 )[E(l, /)]- $. Then,
Pr
/
[E0 (/)]1&n - $.
Let E1 (/) denote the event ‘‘/ well-colors the uniform distribution on [n]’’. Since
the uniform distribution has min-entropy log nk, we have
Pr
/
[E1 (/)]1&$.
Thus, with probability 1&n - $&$1&(n+1) - $, over choices of /, both E0 (/)
and E1 (/) hold. Fix a /^ for which the two events hold. In the next three steps we
will show that /^ b f is close to a coloring distribution with parameters claimed
above.
Step 3. By Lemma 7.4,
Pr
l # L(1 ) _path(l) has at least
n
S
bad nodes&=CST =:.
Since E0 (/^) holds, we have
Pr
l # L(1 ) _path(l) has at least
n
S
nodes that are not well-colored&:+- $. (5)
Let G=[D: D is a distribution on [n] that is well-colored by /^]. In terms of G,
(5) says
Pr
l # L(1 ) _ |[v # path(l): Dv # G]|n \1&
1
S+&:+- $.
Note that since E1 (/^) holds, the uniform distribution on [n] belongs to G. Then,
by Lemma 7.5 1 is within :+- $ of a tree 1 $ such that
Pr
l # L(1 $) _ |[v # path(l): Dv # G]|n \1&
1
S+&=0.
Step 4. Let f $ be the random function (from [n] to [n]) corresponding to 1 $.
By Lemma 7.6, /^ b f $ is a (k$, =$)-coloring, where
k$=log n&log
=:(=A&1)
C
log n&log
:=2A
C
;
=$ =3=.
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Step 5. Note that if the distributions of f and f $ are within ; of each other, then
the distributions of /^ b f and /^ b f $ are also within ; of each other (see Proposition
4.3). K
7.3. Bounds for Well-Colored Trees
Lemma 7.6. Let f be a random function from [n] to [n]. We will think of f as
a probability distribution on [n]n. Let 1 be the probability tree corresponding to f.
Let /: [n]  [0, 1]. We say that a node v of 1 is well-colored by / if
| E
i # Dv
[/(i)]& 12|$.
For l # L({) with (v1 , v2 , ..., vn) as the nodes of { on the path from the root to l, let
WC(l) =
def [i # [n] : the vertex v i is well-colored].
Suppose, 1 and D satisfy the following conditions.
1. Prl # L(1 )[|WC(l)|(1&=) n]=1.
2. D has min-entropy k.
Let X be the random variable taking values in [0, 1]n generated by f and / (that is
Xi =
def /( f (i)), for i=1, ..., n). Then, for all t0,
Pr
X _} :
n
i=1
D(i) Xi&
1
2 }$+
=n
2k
+t&2 exp \&t
222k
2n + . (6)
Proof. Let v be a node of 1 at distance i from the root. Now, all leaves in the
subtree rooted at v give rise to the same values for f (1), ..., f (i&1), and hence for
/( f (1)), /( f (2)), ..., /( f (i&1)). We refer to (/( f (1)), /( f (2)), ..., /( f (i&1))) as the
coloring history of v.
Now, fix t0. We wish to bound the left hand side of (6). We may assume that
if two nodes v1 and v2 of 1 have the same coloring history, then the subtrees of 1
rooted at v1 and v2 are identical. This can be justified by the following observation:
We consider all nodes v with the same coloring history (such that there is non-zero
probability of reaching any of them). We consider the subtree rooted at each node
and calculate the conditional probability
Pr
X _} :
n
i=1
D(i) X i&
1
2 }$+
=n
2k
+t& (7)
in that subtree. We then replace all the subtrees by the one in which this condi-
tional probability is the maximum. Note that this only increases the probability we
are trying to calculate.
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Let { be the probability tree corresponding to X. We say that a node v of { is
balanced if 12&$p1 (v)
1
2+$. For l # L({) with (v1 , v2 , ..., vn) as the nodes of {
on the path from the root to l. Let
Bal =
def [i # [n] : the vertex v i is balanced].
Now, since |WC(l)|(1&=) n with probability 1 for l # L(1 ), we have |Bal(l)|
(1&=) n with probability 1 for l # L({). Since D(i)12k for all i # [n], this implies
Pr
l # L({) _ :i # Bal(l) D(i)1&
=n
2k&=1.
The inequality (6) now follows from Lemma 7.7 below. K
Lemma 7.7 (Tail bounds). Let X be a random variable taking values in [0, 1]n.
Let { be the corresponding probability tree. We say that a node v of { is balanced if
1
2&$p1 (v)
1
2+$. For l # L({) with (v1 , v2 , ..., vn) as the nodes of { on the path
from the root to l. Let
Bal(l) =
def [i # [n] : the vertex v i is balanced].
Let D be a distribution on [n], satisfying the following two conditions.
1. Prl # L({)[i # Bal(l ) D(i)1&=]=1.
2. D(i): for all i # [n]; that is, the min-entropy of D is log 1:.
Then, for all t0,
Pr
l # L({) _} :
n
i=1
D(i) Xi&
1
2 }=+$+t&2 exp \&
t2
2:2n+ . (8)
Proof. The bound (8) will follow if we show the following:
Pr
l # L({) _ :
n
i=1
D(i) Xi&
1
2
=+$+t&exp \& t
2
2:2n+; (9)
Pr
l # L({) _
1
2
& :
n
i=1
D(i) Xi=+$+t&exp \& t
2
2:2n+ . (10)
Note that (10) follows from (9) by considering the random variable Y (taking
values in [0, 1]n) defined by Yi=1&Xi , for i=1, ..., n. We may thus restrict our
attention to (9). Fix t0; then, by Lemma 7.8, we may assume that { and D satisfy
the following conditions.
2$. Prl # L({)[1&= i # Bal(l) D(i)1&=+:]=1.
3. For all nodes v in {, p1 (v)= 12+$ or 1.
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Now, for such ‘‘regularized’’ distributions { and D, which satisfy these stronger con-
ditions, we can apply the method of bounded differences (McDiarmid [10]) and
obtain inequality (9). Details appear in Lemma 7.9 below. K
7.4. Regularizing the distributions
Lemma 7.8. Let { and D be distributions as in Lemma 7.7. For each T0, there
is a probability tree {$ such that
(a) For all nodes v of {$, p1 (v)= 12+$ or 1.
(b) Prl # L({$)[1&=i # Bal(l) D(i)1&=+:]=1. (Here balanced and Bal(l)
are defined with respect to the tree {$).
(c) Let Y=Y1 , ..., Yn be the random variable associated with the tree {$. Then,
Pr
X _ :
n
i=1
D(i) XiT&PrY _ :
n
i=1
D(i) YiT& .
Proof.
Enforcing conditions (a) and (c). Let {* be a tree for which condition 1 of the
previous lemma and condition (c) above hold, and for which the maximum number
of nodes v satisfy the condition p1 (v)= 12+$ or 1. (Clearly, such a tree exists,
because { itself meets these conditions.) We claim that, then {* satisfies (a). For,
otherwise, let v be the node farthest from the root such that p1 (v) is neither 12+$
nor 1. Let {v be the subtree of {* rooted at v. We will replace {v by another tree
{$v such that the condition (c) continues to hold for the resulting tree. In {$v , p1 (v)
will be 12+$ if v was balanced in {* and 1 if it was not balanced. Furthermore, the
number of nodes w{v with p1 (w){ 12+$ or 1 in {v and {$v will be the same. But
then, this new tree contradicts the choice of {$. It, thus, remains only to describe
how the tree {$v is obtained.
Suppose v appears at level i (from the top) of {*. Let v0 be the child of v corre-
sponding to the value Xi=0, and v1 the child corresponding to the value X i=1;
let {0 and {1 be the subtrees rooted at v0 and v1 respectively. Let
: =def Pr
l # L({0) _ :
n
j=1
D( j) XjT&;
; =def Pr
l # L({1) _ :
n
j=1
D( j) XjT& .
Now, if p0 (v)=1 or :;, then replace {1 with a copy of {0 (otherwise, {0 and {1
remain the same). If v was balanced then set p1 (v)= 12+$, and if v was unbalanced,
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then set p1 (v)=1. The resulting tree obtained from {v is {$v . It can be checked that
this new tree satisfies the requirements stated above.
Enforcing condition (b). On each path v1 , v2 , ... (with non-zero probability) in
{$, consider the first i such that
:
i
j=1, vj balanced
D( j)1&=.
By condition 1 of the previous lemma, such an i exists, and by condition 2
:
i+1
j=1, vj balanced
D( j)1&=+:.
Replace the subtree of { rooted at vi by the tree of height n&i+1, such that
p1 (v)=1 for all its nodes. After this has been done for all paths with non-zero
probabilities, condition (b) will be satisfied. Also, conditions (a) and (c) continue
to hold. K
7.5. Tail Bounds for Regularized Distributions
Lemma 7.9. Let X be a random variable taking values in [0, 1]n; let { be the
probability tree corresponding to X. Let D be a distribution on [n]. Suppose { and
D satisfy the following conditions.
1. For all nodes v of {, p1 (v)= 12+$ or 1; we say that v is a balanced if
p1 (v)= 12+$.
2. D(i): for all i # [n]; that is, D has min-entropy log 1:.
3. For l # L({) with (v1 , v2 , ..., vn) as the nodes of { on the path from the root
to l. Let
Bal(l) =
def [i # [n] : the vertex v i is balanced].
There exist =, ;0, such that
Pr
l # L({) _1&= :i # Bal(l) D(i)1&=+;&=1.
Then,
Pr
X _ :
n
i=1
D(i) Xi&
1
2
=+$+t&exp \& 2t
2
n(:+;)2+ . (11)
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Proof. Let f (X)=ni=1 D(i) Xi . First, we will show that E
X
[ f (X)] 12+=+$.
Next, we will show, using the method of bounded differences, that the probability
that f (X) differs from its expectation by t is at most the right hand side of (11).
Bounding the expectation. It can be verified that
E
X
[ f (X)]= E
l # L({) _\
1
2
+$+ :i # Bal(l) D(i)+ :i  Bal(l) D(i)&
=\12+$+ \1& El # L({) _ :i  Bal(l) D(i)&++ El # L({) _ :i  Bal(l) D(i)&
=
1
2
+$+\12&$+ El # L({) _ :i  Bal(l) D(i)& . (12)
Since i # Bal(l) D(i)1&= with probability 1, we have i  Bal(l) D(i)= with
probability 1. It follows that
E
X
[ f (X)] 12+$+(
1
2&$) =
1
2+$+=.
Bounding the probability of deviation. We will use the following result based
on the method of bounded differences (see Corollary 6.10 of McDiarmid [10]).
Lemma 7.10. Let X be a random variable taking values in [0, 1]n. Let f be any
function from [0, 1]n to R. Suppose for j=1, ..., n, and xi # [0, 1] (i=1, ..., j&1)
|E[ f (X) | A1]&|E[ f (X) | A0]|c,
where A0#(X1 , ..., Xj&1)=(x1 , ..., x j&1) 7 xj=0; (13)
and A1#(X1 , ..., Xj&1)=(x1 , ..., x j&1) 7 xj=1.
[The inequality (13) is required to hold whenever both conditional probabilities are
defined.] Then, Pr[ f (X)&E[ f (X)]t]exp(&2t2nc2).
To obtain an appropriate value for c, fix j # [n] and x1 , ..., xj&1 # [0, 1]. Con-
sider the unique node v at distance j&1 from the root of {, which corresponds to
choices x1 , ..., x j&1 for X1 , ..., Xj&1 . Let w0 and w1 be the two children of v corre-
sponding to the choices 0 and 1 for Xj . Let {0 be the subtree rooted at w0 and {1
be the subtree rooted at w1 . Thus, we need to bound
| E
l # L({1)
[ f (X)]& E
l # L({0)
[ f (X)]|= } El # L({1) _ :
n
i=1
D(i) Xi&& El # L({0) _ :
n
i=1
D(i) Xi&} .
Note that X1 , ..., Xj&1 are the same for all leaves in L({0) _ L({1); also Xj=1 for
all l # L({1), and Xj=0 for all l # L({0). Thus, we are left with
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}D( j)+ El # L({1) _ :
n
i= j+1
D(i) Xi&& El # L({0) _ :
n
i= j+1
D(i) X i&}. (14)
E
l # L({1) _ :
n
i= j+1
D(i) Xi&=( 12+$) P+(1&( 12+$) P) El # L({1) _ :
n
i= j+1, i  Bal(l)
D(i)&;
E
l # L({0) _ :
n
i= j+1
D(i) Xi&=( 12+$) P+(1&( 12+$) P) El # L({0) _ :
n
i= j+1, i  Bal(l)
D(i)& ,
where P=pj+1+ } } } + pn .
Since =&;i  Bal(l) D(i)= for all l # L({), we conclude that as l varies in
L({0) _ L({1), the value of ni= j+1, i  Bal(l) D(i) is restricted to some interval of the
form [#, #+;]. Thus, (14) is bounded by
|D( j)+(1&( 12+$)( p j+1+ } } } + pn)) ;|:+;.
Thus,
|E[ f (X) | (X1 , ..., Xj&1)=(x1 , ..., x j&1) 7 xj=1]|:+;.
Our claim now follows by taking c to be :+; in Lemma 7.10. K
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